BI Analyst (m/f)

We are Whow Games
In the heart of Hamburg City, your new job is waiting for you - including startup feeling. Together with 50 colleagues, you work to bring the glamour and entertainment
of Las Vegas to Europe - with our successful Social Casino on Jackpot.de. From slot machines to table games, our players can experience the entire entertainment
experience of the largest casinos in the world for free on their smartphone, tablet or PC.

Who are we looking for?
Are you an experienced BI Analyst (m/f) and looking for the challenge in the conception and realization of Big Data Analyzes? Then we are looking for you for our
Hamburg game factory! Full time and preferably ASAP.

Your responsibilities:
→
→
→
→
→
→

Development of Big Data Analytics applications
Personally responsibile for analysis, evaluation, performance measurement and monitoring of all relevant data and campaign KPIs
Provide action and optimization procedures for all teams
Prepare forecasts and reports with the help of R and Periscope as well as advice on leads
Development of new BI tools as well as new features
Direct communication with teams and team leads to optimize campaigns and events

What you bring:
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

Successfully completed studies in the field of statistics, computer science, economics, social sciences, media or communication sciences, neurosciences, or
psychology, with an emphasis on statistics
Relevant work experience in the field of Business Intelligence
Experience in the analysis of a B2C product
Excellent knowledge of R and SQL
Knowledge of Machine Learning is an advantage (R: CARET Package)
Experience with data visualization and reporting software (Periscope, Tableau)
Strong analytical and conceptual skills, as well as sound general technical understanding
Proven knowledge and experience in project management
Excellent German and English knowledge, both spoken and written
Above-average regard for quality, as well as extremely reliable and independent working methods
Teamwork skills, as well as confident and professional appearance
Well-developed talent for organization and coordination
Experience in the online gaming industry is an advantage

In addition to start-up flair and exciting tasks, we offer:
→
→
→
→
→

Dynamic environment with flat hierarchies and quick decisions
Flexible working hours and home office
Regular company events
Fruit, drinks and meal allowances
Contribution to the HVV Profi Card

Interessiert? Dann freuen wir uns auf deine Bewerbung! Bitte sende deine Unterlagen an:

jobs@whow.net

